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Bronze Package
Starting at $2,750

+ tax

Bronze Package 

This package includes 8 hrs of coverage from a single videographer and a 3 - 5 minute 
cinematic video of your wedding day. Includes portions of audio from throughout the day 

(officiant, vows, etc.)

Quantity: 1 $2,750

Total: $2,750

8 Hours of Wedding Videography Coverage 

* Additional hours may be added upon request. See the extras section.

3 - 5 Minute Cinematic Film 

Single Camera Coverage 
Professionally Edited



Silver Package
Starting at $3,750

+ tax

Silver Package 

This package includes 9 hrs of coverage from a single camera operator, drone footage and 
a 5 - 7 minute cinematic video of your wedding day. Includes drone footage and portions of 

audio from throughout the day (officiant, vows, etc.)

Quantity: 1 $3,750

Total: $3,750

9 Hours of Wedding Videography Coverage 

* Additional hours may be added upon request

Drone Operator & Footage 

Licensed drone pilot to capture incredible arial footage of your wedding day 
(Assuming venue legally allows drones & weather permitting

5 - 7 Minute Cinematic Film 

Single Camera Coverage 
Professionally Edited



Gold Package 
Starting at $4,500

+ tax



Gold Package - Best Value! 

Package includes 10 hours of coverage, two videographers to capture all the moments, 
drone footage and a 7 - 10 minute cinematic film of your wedding day. Includes drone 

footage, a second shooter and portions of audio from throughout the day (officiant, vows, 
etc.)

Quantity: 1 $4,500

Total: $4,500

10 Hours of Wedding Videography Coverage 

* Additional hours may be added upon request. See the extras section.

Two Videographers 

Two videographers to capture all the angles and all the special moments from the day

Drone Operator & Footage 

Licensed drone pilot to capture incredible arial footage of your wedding day 
(Assuming venue legally allows drones & weather permitting

7 - 10 Minute Cinematic Film 

Two Videographers, Professionally Edited 
Drone Footage (assuming venue legally allows drones & weather permitting)



Platinum Package 
Starting at $5,200

+ tax



Platinum Package 

The ultimate package with everything you could possibly want.This package includes 
unlimited hrs of coverage, two videographers to capture all the best angles, drone footage, 

ceremony & toasts video, a social media teaser and a 7 - 10 minute cinematic video of your 
wedding day.

Quantity: 1 $5,200

Total: $5,200

Unlimited Hours of Wedding Videography Coverage 

* Additional hours may be added upon request. See the extras section.

Two Videographers 

Two videographers to capture all the angles and all the special moments from the day

Drone Operator & Footage 

Licensed drone pilot to capture incredible arial footage of your wedding day 
(Assuming venue legally allows drones & weather permitting)

7 - 10 Minute Cinematic Film 

Single Camera Coverage 
Professionally Edited 

Drone Footage Included (assuming venue legally allows drones & weather permitting)

Full Ceremony Video 

Full footage and audio of your ceremony, with only minor color correction added

Full Toasts Video 

Full footage & audio of toasts, with only minor color correction added

Social Media Teaser 

One minute (roughly) video teaser delivered within two weeks of your big day



Add Ons

Rehearsal Dinner Coverage 

Great if you are having toasts and speakers during your rehearsal dinner! Full 
audio and video coverage of all speeches. 

Quantity: 1 $500

Engagement Session 

Announce your engagement with a beautiful video! An engagement video session results in 
a 1 -2 minute video to highlight your love and share the news of your engagement in a fun, 

beautiful, creative way.

Quantity: 1 $600



Full Ceremony Raw & Uncut Video 

Full footage and audio of your ceremony, with only minor color correction added

Quantity: 1 $250

Full Toasts Raw & Uncut Video 

Full footage and audio of toasts done during the reception, with only minor color correction 
added

Quantity: 1 $250

Social Media Teaser 

One minute (roughly) video teaser delivered within two weeks of your big day

Quantity: 1 $400


